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Abstract
Background: Pests affect the sustainable development of agriculture and forestry, and seriously threaten
food safety and ecological health, the research for e�cient and green control measures never stop.
Pesticides are currently the most effective means to control pests and ensure food supplies. However, the
various drawbacks of traditional pesticide formulations make the utilization low, and most of active
ingredients �ow into the air, groundwater and soil, destroying the environment. In this research, a novel
nano pesticide formulation was synthesized to improve the utilization, with control release performance
and anti-photolysis especially. CuBTC, a metal organic framework (MOF) material, was designed as
carrier to absorb avermectin (AVM), a commonly used pesticide in agriculture and forestry, to prepare
nano pesticide.

Results: The prepared AVM@CuBTC had slow release properties, could be released continuously for
about 120 h, and the cumulative release exceed 91.5%, and had a more stable release process under
different acid-base conditions. The particle size of AVM@CuBTC was about 450 nm, and the loading
e�ciency reached 38%. The AVM@CuBTC nano pesticide could protect AVM from photolysis, and the
amount of degradation was reduced by 50.7% after 5 d treatment. In addition, the particles
AVM@FITC@CuBTC were prepared by labeling with �uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) to research the
distribution on larval epidermis, to clarify the coverage, adhesion and permeability of AVM@CuBTC.
Finally, the cytotoxicity and contact toxicity of AVM@CuBTC was compared with free AVM, the
cytotoxicity and contact toxicity increased by 42.4% and 39.6%, respectively.

Conclusion: The cytotoxicity and contact toxicity of AVM are the key factors for the control of pests.
Applying AVM@CuBTC to the prevention and control of agricultural and forestry pests is of great
signi�cance to the reduction of pesticides and environmental friendliness. 

1. Introduction
At present, there are about 9,000 species of pests, and more than 50,000 species of plant pathogens
seriously restrict the development of agriculture and forestry worldwide [1, 2]. They feed on plants, spread
pathogenic microorganisms, and cause huge economic and ecological losses to agriculture and forestry
[3]. Compared with other control measures, chemical control has the advantages of low cost and high
adaptability, making it the main plant protection measure in agriculture and forestry [4, 5]. However, as
humans pay more attention to the environment, the problem of traditional pesticide formulations
becomes more and more acute [6]. The disadvantages of traditional pesticides such as poor dispersibility
and retention make only 0.1% of pesticides are able to reach targets [7], not only the utilization rate is low,
but also massive active ingredients �ow into the environment, causing soil, groundwater and air pollution
[8]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop an e�cient solution to improve utilization and reduce
pollution.
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In recent years, nanotechnology has advanced by leaps and bounds, showing its advantages in many
�elds, especially environmental pollution remediation [9], microelectronics [10, 11], precision biology [12,
13]and so on. Researches have shown that as the particle size of pesticides decreases, the dispersibility
in water [14], deposition of droplets on the leaves [15], the adhesion and penetration to pests are all
improved [16]. These show that the application of nanotechnology in agriculture and forestry for the
development of new pesticide formulations has great potential. It has been reported that various
materials will be developed as delivery system for nano-pesticides. The tobacco mild green mosaic virus
was self-assembled into soft material nanorods as a carrier for the nematicide crystal violet by Chariou
[17]. Compared with free crystal violet, it has better soil mobility, in elution fractions of 25 to 50, the
concentration was 3.6 times that of free crystal violet treatment. Li adopted the method of coordination
assembly to prepare microcapsules to encapsulate pyraclostrobin, which reduced its toxicity to aquatic
organisms by more than 6 times, so that pyraclostrobin, which is originally highly toxic to aquatic
organisms, could be used in control of rice blast [18]. Liang had prepared a novel urease-responsive
system for effective utilization of the herbicide and reducing environmental pollution [19]. The
endimethalin was loaded in isocyanate-functionalized silica cross-linked with polyethylenimine to form a
controlled release system with urease reaction characteristics, which can not only enhance the stability
and light stability of endimethalin, but also can continue to control weeds for more than 50 days [20].
However, the high cost and cumbersome production process have always restricted the development of
nano-pesticides, so it is necessary to develop a low-cost, simple production process nano-pesticide.

Metal organic framework (MOF) is a crystalline porous material with network structure formed by self-
assembly of metal ions and organic ligands [21-24]. Its advantages such as high porosity, large speci�c
surface area, regular pores, adjustable pore size have made it a research focus in the past decade [25,
26]. In addition to applications in gas storage [27], separation [28], catalysis [29], the high loading
e�ciency, stability and good slow-release performance of MOF have made it also perform well in drug
loading. CuBTC was also known as HKUST-1, BTC=1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate, CuBTC may be used as a
pesticide delivery system due to its simple production process, low cost and large output [30, 31].
Avermectin (AVM) is a broad-spectrum and high-e�ciency pesticide, which has the effect of bactericidal,
insecticidal and nematicidal, widely used in the prevention and control of pests and diseases in
agriculture and forestry [32]. However, the extremely poor water solubility, only 7.8 μg/L, and short half-
life, less than 12 h in surface of soil or leaves, has severely limited the utilization rate of AVM [33].
Therefore, CuBTC was used as carrier to adsorb AVM to prepare nano-pesticides, which may improve the
dispersibility and stability of AVM and ultimately effectively increase the utilization rate.

In this study, a nano-pesticide delivery system that could effectively improve the utilization of pesticides
was designed, CuBTC was chosen as a carrier and absorbed AVM to prepare a nano-pesticide with high
loading e�ciency, slow release performance and high stability, for controlling pests and disease diseases
in agriculture and forestry. The preparation of CuBTC adopted coordination control at room temperature,
then the CuBTC powder was dispersed in the organic solvent dissolved with AVM, and AVM was fully
adsorbed by CuBTC, and the nano pesticicde AVM@CuBTC was successfully prepared (Fig. 1). The
structure of AVM@CuBTC were observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the loading e�ciency
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was measured in different AVM concentration, and then the characterization of CuBTC was examined by
dynamic light scattering (DLS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and speci�c
surface area and pore size distribution analysis (BET). The release performance and stability of
AVM@CuBTC at different temperatures and pHs was further measured. To further explore the application
of AVM@CuBTC to pests, the common coleopteran pest Monochamus alternatus was selected as the
research object [34, 35]. By utilizing the �uorescent staining technique, �uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)
was labeled with CuBTC to synthesize �uorescent AVM@FITC@CuBTC to research the distribution of
AVM@CuBTC on the larval body surface, and the cytotoxicity of CuBTC and AVM@CuBTC in vitro were
also investigated, �nally at the individual level, the toxicity of AVM@CuBTC was determined and
compared with free AVM.

2. Materials And Methods
2.1 Materials

The model pesticide, avermectin (AVM) (97%), was supplied by Aladdin Industrial Corporation (Shanghai,
China). The AVM emulsi�able concentrates (EC) (5%) were provided by Shenzhen Noposion International
Investment Co., Ltd. (Shenzhen, China). The copper nitrate trihydrate (99%), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)
and trimesic acid were purchased from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China).
Methanol (analytical grade) was provided by Kermel Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, China). The
1×PBS (pH 7.2-7.4, 0.01 M) buffer, the conjugation-grade (purity>95%) �uorescein isothiocyanate (FITC),
and trypan blue were provided by Coolaber Science & Technology Co., Ltd. (Beijing, China).

2.2 Preparation of AVM@CuBTC

2.2.1 Synthesis of CuBTC. According to the previously described approach, CuBTC were synthesized with
minor modi�cations [36]. Copper nitrate trihydrate (900 mg) and PVP (200 mg) were dissolved in
methanol (200 mL) uniformly under ultrasonic vibration, and trimesic acid (430 mg) were dissolved in
methanol (150 mL). The trimesic acid methanol solution was dropped into metal salt solution with
stirring (800 rpm) and reaction for 30 minutes. After standing 24 hours, the complex was centrifuged for
5 minutes (8000 rpm), the supernatant was discarded, a small amount of methanol was added to the
precipitate, ultrasonically dispersed and then centrifuged, CuBTC was got after repeating �ve times.

2.2.2 Synthesis of AVM@CuBTC. The powder of CuBTC (30 mg) was dispersed in methanol, and the AVM
(20 mg) was dissolved in methanol. The AVM methanol solution was added into CuBTC solution. The
mixed solution was stirred (300 rpm) for 48 hours. The product was centrifuged for 5 minutes (8000 rpm)
to remove unadsorbed AVM.

2.2.3 Synthesis of AVM@FITC@CuBTC. The method of synthesis of AVM@FITC@CuBTC was according
to pervious research with modi�cation [37]. FITC (1 mg) was dissolved in 10 mL absolute ethyl alcohol,
and the powder of AVM@CuBTC (25 mg) was added into the solution. The solution was stirred (300 rpm)
under dark condition for 4 hours, then the product was centrifuged for 5 minutes (8000 rpm), the
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precipitate was dispersed in absolute ethyl alcohol, the AVM@FITC@CuBTC was gotten by centrifuging
again.

2.3 Characterization

The morphology and structure of AVM@CuBTC was observed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
Hitachi S-3400N, Japan). The size distribution of AVM@CuBTC was measured by a laser particle size
analyzer (Nanobrook 90Plus PALS, USA). Powder X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out using
an X-Ray diffractometer (SmartLab Ultima IV, Japan), and the resulting data was plotted in Origin.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of CuBTC was performed with a thermal analyzer (Netzsch Q600,
Germany) analyzer from 40 to 800 ℃ with a heat rate of 10 ℃/min. The pore size and speci�c surface
area of CuBTC were determined by speci�c surface area and pore size distribution analyzer (Beishide 3H-
2000, China).

2.4 Loading e�ciency of CuBTC

Quanti�ed CuBTC powder was taken accurately, excess methanol was added and ultrasonic dispersion
uniformly. The model pesticide AVM was dissolved in methanol (75 mL) to prepare different concertation
of AVM methanol solution. The AVM methanol solution was mixed with CuBTC solution, the mixed
solution was stirred at 300 rpm for 48 hours. Finally, the mixed solution was centrifuged at 8000 rpm for
5 minutes, and the supernatant was taken to determine the free AVM content. The AVM content was
analyzed by measuring the absorbance by using UV spectrophotometer (Shimadu UV-2450PV, Japan).
The loading e�ciency of CuBTC was calculated according to the following equation [38]:

2.5 Stability test.

The samples were stored for 45 days at 15 ℃, 25 ℃, and 35 ℃, and samples were taken at regular
intervals to determine the particle size and Zeta potential. And the powder of AVM@CuBTC were
dispersed in 10 mL of water, then the treatment was spread on a 9.0 cm diameter culture dish and dried in
dark at indoor temperature, Then the dishes were exposed to UV light. The retention of AVM in culture
dish was entirely extracted by 20 mL methanol at different intervals and analyzing by UV
spectrophotometer. AVM, AVM@EC were designed as controls under same conditions [39].

2.6 Controlled release of AVM@CuBTC

The release process of AVM@CuBTC was assayed using a modi�cation of the research described by Guo
[40]. The powder of AVM@CuBTC was weighed and dispersed in PBS and transferred into a dialysis bag.
The dialysis was put into the release medium (500 mL of the methanol-PBS mixture, 20:80, v/v), which
was used to dissolve the released AVM. The system of release was incubated in a shaker with an
oscillation rate of 150 rpm. The mixture outside the dialysis bag was taken at different point, the release
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process was analyzing the concentration of released AVM using UV spectrophotometer, �nally equal
volume of fresh release medium was added into the system. Simultaneously, the release processes of
AVM@EC and AVM@CuBTC in different temperature and pH were performed as controls.

2.7 Distribution of AVM@CuBTC on larval surface

Firstly, AVM@CuBTC and AVM@FITC@CuBTC were dispersed in water, the �lter paper was wetted with
the solution. Then the well-developed larvae were picked and placed in the �lter paper. After crawling to
make the larvae fully contact with AVM@CuBTC or AVM@FITC@CuBTC. The distribution of AVM@CuBTC
on the surface was observed by super depth-of-�eld 3D microscope, similarly the distribution of
AVM@FITC@CuBTC was observed by a �uorescent stereomicroscope.

2.8 In vitro cytotoxicity of AVM@CuBTC

Trypan blue (4 g) was placed in beaker, small amount of distilled water was added to grind, transferred
this solution to a 100 mL volumetric �ask, diluted with distilled water to volume. Then the solution was
�ltered with �lter paper and stored at 4 ℃, diluted to 0.4% when used. In an aseptic bench, the larvae
were soaked in 70% ethanol for 20 minutes. The ethanol on the surface was absorbed to dryness by a
sterile absorbent paper. Then the pronotum of larva was plunged by an insect needle, the blood cells were
taken out by a dot capillary and diluted appropriately with PBS (107 cells/mL). After equal volume and
different concentration of AVM@CuBTC solutions were added for a period of time, mixed the cell
suspension with 0.4% trypan blue solution at a ratio of 9:1. Within three minutes, the live and dead cells
were observed by a microscope and counted separately with a hemocytometer.

2.9 Bioactivity

The bioactivity of AVM@CuBTC against Monochamus alternatus assayed using a modi�cation of the
drug membrane contact method [41]. The powder of AVM@CuBTC were dispersed in water and diluted to
concentration gradients (80, 40, 20, 10, 5 μg/mL), similarly, the �lter papers were treated by the
AVM@CuBTC solution, respectively. Thirty well-developed larvae were placed in a �lter paper and crawled
to make the larvae fully contact with AVM@CuBTC. The larvae treated with AVM@CuBTC were cultured in
a 6 cm3 breeding box with arti�cial feed. After 24 or 48 hours of cultivation, the survival of the larvae was
investigated, and the larvae were considered dead if they were unable to move when touched with a
brush.

2.10 Statistical analysis

All experiments in this work were repeated three times, and statistical analysis of the data was performed
by analysis of varoamce (ANOVA) using DPS v 7.05. All graphical data are reported as the mean ±
standard deviation (SD). Signi�cance levels were set at * p < 0.05.

3. Results And Discussion
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3.1 Characterization of AVM@CuBTC

In this study, the preparation of CuBTC adopted coordination control at room temperature, the �nal
product AVM@CuBTC was light blue powder. As we could see, the powder of AVM@CuBTC and
AVM@FITC@CuBTC could be dispersed in water evenly, and the AVM@CuBTC aqueous solution was light
blue (Fig. 2A), AVM@FITC@CuBTC aqueous solution was blue-green (Fig. 2B). Fig. 2C was the XRD data
of CuBTC and AVM@CuBTC, compared the simulation data of HKUST-1, there were diffraction peaks in
5.82, 6.72, 9.52, 11.16, 11.65, 13.47, 14.68, 15.09, 16.53, 17.53, 19.04, 20.27, 21.38, 23.46, 24.20, 26.05,
27.80, 28.85, 29.41, 30.42, 31.00, 31.95, 34.83, 35.32, 37.96, 39.24, 39.40, 40.48, 41.63, 42.84, 46.23,
46.89, 47.31, and the characteristic peak of CuBTC was consistent with the simulated data of HKUST-1,
and the intensity was similar, indicating that the purity and crystallinity of the obtained sample were close
to the simulated value. There was no signi�cant difference in atlas between before and after loading,
indicating that the loading process had no effect on the shape of the carrier. The type I Langmuir
adsorption isotherm of CuBTC was shown in Fig. 2D, the CuBTC sample prepared in this study had a
speci�c epidermis area of 139.99 m2/g and a mesoporous pore size (Fig. 2E). There were open
unsaturated Cu metal sites in CuBTC, so the catalytic and adsorption properties were excellent. Observing
the thermogravimetric curve between 0-800 ℃ (Fig. 2F), it could be seen that the mass loss of the sample
was 19% between 20-194.8 ℃, and the lost mass could correspond to solvent molecules or other guest
molecules. A gentle curve appears after 194.8 ℃, this indicated that the sample remains stable until
263.9 ℃, and after 263.9 ℃, obvious mass loss started, indicating that the internal structure collapsed.
Finally, at 348.4, the decline of the curve tended to be gentle, with a total mass loss of 64.1%, it showed
that the CuBTC prepared in this study had good thermal stability.

In Fig. 3, the SEM images of the �nal products was displayed to research the structure of AVM@CuBTC.
As we could see, the structure of the nano-particles was a regular and consistent octahedron, no other
structural by-products were formed in the �eld of view, the particles were evenly dispersed, and were
independent of each other, there was no adhesion. The particle size AVM@CuBTC was about 450 nm in
images.

The calibration curve of AVM in methanol was linear in the concentration range of 5-50 μg/mL, and the
regression equation was y=0.0182 x, the correlation coe�cient was 0.9996 (Fig. 4A). Then the particle
size of AVM@CuBTC was measured by DLS, as shown in the Fig. 4B, the average particle size was at 470
nm, and showing a single peak, indicating that the particle size distribution of AVM@CuBTC was
concentrated, and no other by-products were formed. In order to determine the loading e�ciency of
AVM@CuBTC, 50 mg of CuBTC powder was dispersed in 75 mL of AVM methanol solution with different
concentrations, respectively. Fig. 4C was drawn according to the relationship between loading e�ciency
and AVM concentration. It could be seen that as the concentration of the AVM methanol solution
increases, the loading e�ciency gradually increases, there was a maximum loading e�ciency at 600
μg/mL, and the maximum loading e�ciency was about 38%. After that, the loading e�ciency no longer
increases with the AVM concentration. The above results proved that as a pesticide carrier, CuBTC has a
stable structure, uniform particle size, and ideal drug loading. It is a potential nano-pesticide Carrier.
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3.2 Stability of AVM@CuBTC

In order to verify the stability of AVM@CuBTC, the powder of AVM@CuBTC were placed at different
temperatures, and the particle size and Zeta potential were measured regularly. It could be seen that the
particle size (Fig. 5A) and Zeta potential (Fig. 5B) remained basically unchanged at different
temperatures, which indicated that AVM@CuBTC could be stable within a certain temperature range. As
introduced in the previous article, the half-life of AVM was short, the characteristic structure of the
conjugated double bond and the 16-membered ring macrolide structure made it easy to degrade under
light [42]. Therefore, the retention of AVM after treatment was measured to clarify the protective effect of
AVM@CuBTC (Fig. 5C). By comparison, it could be seen that under the condition of ultraviolet light
irradiation, with the extension of the treatment time, the retention rate of each treatment group decreased.
After 72 hours, the retention rate of the F-AVM treatment group was less than 5%, and the AVM@EC
treatment group was only about 15%. On the contrary, the retention rate of the AVM@CuBTC treatment
group was still more than 50% after 120 h. This may be because AVM@CuBTC gradually released AVM
after treatment, and the released AVM was degraded, resulting in a decrease in retention rate, which
indicated that CuBTC could effectively protect AVM from photolysis. In addition, it could be seen that
AVM@CuBTC has a more stable performance in acid-base system, and the retention rate after 120 h were
62.2% and 69.4% in pH 5.0 and pH 9.0, respectively. This may be due to the increased interaction between
CuBTC and AVM under acid-base conditions, and the interaction made the protective effect further
enhanced. Under dark condition (Fig. 5D), it could be seen that the retention rate of the �ve treatment
groups exceeded 70%. The retention rate of the AVM@CuBTC treatment group (85%) was signi�cantly
higher than the F-AVM treatment group (71%) and the AVM@EC treatment group (73%), which was
consistent with the results under light conditions. Under different pH conditions, the pH 9.0 group still had
the highest retention rate, which was close to 90%. The unique porous structure of CuBTC itself was the
key to protecting AVM from ultraviolet light. The photodegradable nature of AVM limited the application
and caused waste of active ingredients in production, and AVM@CuBTC could effectively protect AVM
from photodegradation, compared with the F-AVM treatment group, the amount of degradation was
reduced by 50.7%. Not only the properties were stable, but also could effectively protect the active
ingredients, therefore the AVM@CuBTC was a quali�ed nano-pesticide carrier.

3.3 Controlled release of AVM@CuBTC

The frequency of pesticide application could be effectively reduced by extending the release period, so
that the environmental pollution, pesticide abuse and other problems could be controlled [43]. The release
performance of AVM@CuBTC was studied under different temperature and pH gradients to simulate the
release in natural environment. The temperature and pH selected in this study represented the common
environmental temperature and pH range during pesticide application. Firstly, the release performance of
AVM@CuBTC and AVM@EC was compared, At the condition of 25 °C and pH 7.0, the release process of
AVM@CuBTC was stable without burst release, and the release process lasted for 72 h, the cumulative
release amount reached 91.5%. On the contrary, the cumulative release amount of AVM@EC treatment
group released 88% within 6 h, and the burst release was obvious (Fig. 6A). These results showed that,
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compared with the commercially formulations, the release performance was better, longer sustained
release time, and higher cumulative release amount. To achieved the desired control effect in agriculture
and forestry, the pesticides were often overused due to the short release duration, this increased
production costs and exacerbated the problem of residues and drug resistance, hence the development of
AVM@CuBTC would provide solutions for it. Next, the release of AVM@CuBTC under different
temperature conditions were explored (Fig. 6B). At 15℃, 25℃ and 35℃, the release process of
AVM@CuBTC were still stable, with cumulative release exceeding 96 h, and the cumulative release were
close to 90%. With the increase of temperature, the release rate of AVM gradually increased, the release
rate under 15℃ was slower than that 25℃, under 35℃, the release rate was the fastest and the
cumulative release amount was the highest, reaching 91.4%. The increase in temperature accelerated the
release of AVM, but has little effect on cumulative release amount. On the other hand, AVM@CuBTC could
still be released stably at different pH conditions, the release rate was the fastest at pH 7.0 and the
cumulative release amount was the largest, followed by pH 5.0, the cumulative release amount decreased
signi�cantly, about 83.5%, while the lowest was pH 9.0 treatment group, the cumulative release amount
was only 79.2%, even less than 80% (Fig. 6C).

The acid-base environment may increase the unsaturated metal sites in CuBTC, thereby enhancing the
interaction between CuBTC and AVM, making the binding stronger, or the released AVM was re-adsorbed,
thus prolonging the release period and reducing the cumulative release amount. These above results
indicated that AVM@CuBTC showed well slow-release performance within regular temperature and pH
range with stable release, and no sudden release. The further development of AVM@CuBTC into pesticide
formulations is of great signi�cance for pesticide reduction and environmentally friendly agriculture.

3.4 Distribution on larval epidermis

Contact toxicity (pesticides enter the pest body through the epidermis after contact to exert its activity),
which is limited by the dispersibility of traditional preparations [8]. The poor coverage adhesion and
permeability of active ingredient on the larval epidermis, is an important factor of restricting the contact
toxicity, so the ultra-depth-of-�eld microscope, SEM and �uorescence microscopy was used in this study
to observe the distribution of AVM@CuBTC, and the �gures were listed.

Firstly, the distribution of AVM@CuBTC on the epidermis of the larva was observed under ultra-depth-of-
�eld microscope (Fig. 7), it could be seen that the larval epidermis showed blue overall. The AVM@CuBTC
did not fall off and still adhered to the larval epidermis after crawled for a period of time, because of the
better coverage and adhesion. The powder of AVM@CuBTC were dispersed in water then the larvae were
observed by scanning electron microscope after treated by AVM@CuBTC solution. According to the SEM
image (Fig. 8), it could be seen that the particle of AVM@CuBTC could still maintain a complete structure
on the epidermis of the larvae, with a relatively dispersed distribution. Most of AVM@CuBTC particle were
distributed on the folds of the epidermal structure, in addition, more AVM@CuBTC particle were
distributed around the valve and the roots of the chaeta, and these two parts may be important passway
of particle into the larval body.
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Next, the larva was treated with �uorescent AVM@FITC@CuBTC for some time now, and observed under
�uorescence microscope. As is shown in Fig. 9, there was obvious uniform green �uorescence on larval
epidermis, which also veri�ed the coverage and adhesion of AVM@FITC@CuBTC on epidermis. In
addition to the �uorescence observed on epidermis, there was also a �uorescence distribution in larval
body, which indicated that AVM@FITC@CuBTC had successfully penetrated into larval body through the
epidermal tissue, this showed that the good permeability of AVM@FITC@CuBTC. At the same time, there
are multiple bright �uorescent particles distributed beside the valve on both sides of the larva. The
particle size of AVM@FITC@CuBTC was much smaller than the diameter of the valve, and the particles
could easily pass through the valve and enter into the larval body, so the valve may be an important pass
way for nano pesticide enter the larval body.

 

Compared with traditional pesticide formulations, the smaller particle size, larger speci�c surface area,
and higher water dispersibility of nano pesticides make the better coverage, adhesion and permeability.
Because the nano formulation signi�cantly improved the diffusion and permeability of pesticides, and
the e�ciency of the active ingredients entering into the larval body had also been increased, �nally, the
insecticidal activity was enhanced. The AVM@CuBTC nano-pesticide prepared in this study had high
coverage, good adhesion and permeability on larval epidermis, and it may have a good effect on
enhancing the contact toxicity of pesticides, and achieved the ideal control effect with smaller
consumption, thereby reducing the abuse of pesticides.

3.5 In vitro cytotoxicity of AVM@CuBTC

In the research of medical drug delivery, well targeting, biocompatibility, and stability are usually all
needed for nano drug delivery systems, at the same time, the safety of the carrier and the cellular uptake
are also the focus of research. Therefore, in this study, we explored the effect of CuBTC and AVM@CuBTC
on cytotoxicity in Vitro (Fig. 10A), it could be concluded that CuBTC has a little toxicity to insect blood
cells, and the toxicity was much lower than that of AVM. When the concentration was 16 μg/mL, the
corrected mortality of CuBTC on insect blood cells was only 18%, which was only one-�fth of the F-AVM
treatment group at the same concentration. Obviously, the cytotoxicity of the AVM@CuBTC treatment
group was higher than that of the AVM@EC treatment group and the F-AVM treatment group at all
concentrations, especially in the low concentration. For example, The mortality rate of AVM@CuBTC was
13.9% at 1 μg/mL, while the F-AVM treatment group was only 6.19%, which was more than double that of
the F-AVM treatment group, indicating that AVM@CuBTC had a greater increase in cytotoxicity at low
concentrations, and this part of the increase in toxicity was not caused by the cytotoxicity of CuBTC.
Therefore, we speculated that CuBTC, as a carrier, signi�cantly enhanced cellular uptake of AVM under
low-concentration conditions, resulting in an increase in cell mortality. Although the cell mortality of
AVM@CuBTC was still higher than the other two treatments and was not signi�cant after the
concentration was increased, it may be because the high concentration of AVM makes up for the low
cellular uptake. In addition, we have also done the effects of different temperatures on cell mortality (Fig.
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10B), as the temperature increased, the cell mortality in each treatment group gradually increased. The
highest mortality still was the AVM@CuBTC treatment group at the same temperature. Compared with F-
AVM and AVM@EC, there was a greater impact on cell mortality in the AVM@CuBTC treatment group by
the increase in temperature. Based on this, we speculated that this may be due to the way blood cells take
in AVM@CuBTC through endocytosis, increase of cell activity leaded to improved cellular uptake and
mortality with the temperature. And then, the effect of different treatment times on cell mortality was
researched (Fig. 10C), and it could be concluded that with the extension of the treatment time, the cell
mortality of each treatment group gradually increased, the mortality of AVM@CuBTC (60.6%) was higher
than F-AVM (39.7%) and AVM@EC (44.8%) after 8 h treatment. Results were consistent with temperature
variables, the effect of treatment time on mortality was also the most obvious in the AVM@CuBTC group.
In summary, insect blood cells took up AVM@CuBTC through endocytosis, and AVM@CuBTC could
signi�cantly improve the cytotoxicity of AVM by increasing the cellular uptake.

3.6 Contact toxicity of AVM@CuBTC

Finally, the third instar larva of Monochamus alternatus was used as the research object to verify the
effect of AVM@CuBTC on contact toxicity at the individual level. It could be seen that CuBTC has low
contact toxicity to larvae, as the concentration increases, the corrected mortality of larvae never exceeds
10%, indicating that the carrier itself is harmless to the target organism and is an environmentally safe
pesticide carrier. Among the three treatment groups, AVM@CuBTC had the highest lethality to larvae (Fig.
11). At 24 h, the corrected mortality rates were 8.9%, 22.2%, 40.0%, 52.2% and 66.7%, respectively, at 48 h,
the corrected mortality rates were 13.3%, 28.9%, 48.9%, 63.3% and 87.8%, respectively, which were higher
than those of the F-AVM treatment group of 7.8%, 18.9%, 34.4%, 54.4% and 76.7%. The lethality rate of
AVM@CuBTC increased by 70.5% at low concentrations (5 μg/mL), however the contact toxicity
increased by only 14.5% at high concentrations (80 μg/mL). In general, AVM was adsorbed CuBTC to
prepare AVM@CuBTC nano pesticide could effectively improve the contact toxicity of active ingredients
to target organisms, which also con�rmed the results of the previous parts of research. Because the
better coverage, adhesion, permeability, higher cellular uptake and cytotoxicity of AVM@CuBTC, these
factors worked together to make the contact toxicity level higher than that of traditional pesticide
formulations at the individual, so there were broad application prospects in the application of
AVM@CuBTC to agriculture and forestry for pest control.

4. Conclusions
In this study, an original nano pesticide AVM@CuBTC was prepared, which was used MOF material
CuBTC as carrier to adsorb AVM. The AVM@CuBTC was with a particle size of approximately 450 nm and
a loading e�ciency 38%, and prevented AVM from degradation, the amount of degradation was reduced
by 50.7%. The AVM@CuBTC could release AVM stably over 4 d, and the amount of cumulative release
reached 90%, and the release period was longer in acid-base environment, the amount of cumulative
release was reduced, but it also exceeded 80%. The distribution of AVM@CuBTC were observed by
labeling with FITC, and the observation results showed that AVM@CuBTC had a wide distribution on the
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larval epidermis, strong adhesive and good penetrability, could carry active ingredients e�ciently
penetrate the larval epidermis and enter larval body. Then, the cytotoxicity of CuBTC and AVM@CuBTC to
insect blood cells was investigated in vitro, CuBTC has low toxicity to blood cells, but it could signi�cantly
increase the cytotoxicity of AVM. Finally, the contact toxicity of AVM@CuBTC to the 3rd instar larvae of
Monochamus alternatus was determined at the individual level, the preparation of AVM@CuBTC nano
pesticide by using CuBTC to adsorb AVM could effectively improve the contact toxicity of AVM to 3rd
instar larva, and the contact toxicity increased by 39.6%. In summary, the AVM@CuBTC was applied to
pest control in agriculture and forestry with broad prospects.
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Figure 1

Schematic illustration of the AVM@CuBTC, it could adsorb the hydrophobic drug AVM and was labeled
with �uorescein isothiocyanate for pest control, for protecting AVM from photolysis, for exploring the
distribution and cytotoxicity of AVM@CuBTC, for researching the contact toxicity.

Figure 2
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The AVM@CuBTC (A) and AVM@FITC@CuBTC (B) aqueous solution, and the XRD (C), adsorption curve
(D), pore width (E), and TGA (F) of CuBTC.

Figure 3

The SEM images of AVM@CuBTC.

Figure 4
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The standard curve of AVM in methanol (A), particle size distribution (B), loading e�ciency of
AVM@CuBTC with different concentration of AVM (C).

Figure 5

The changes of particle size (A) and Zeta potential (B) in 45 d, the retention rate of AVM in F-AVM,
AVM@EC, AVM@CuBTC, AVM@CuBTC pH 5.0, AVM@CuBTC pH 9.0 after being exposed to ultraviolet
light (C) and dark condition(D).
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Figure 6

The release curves of AVM@CuBTC and AVM@EC (A), at different temperatures (B), and pH vlaves (C).

Figure 7

The distribution of AVM@CuBTC observed by ultra-depth-of-�eld microscope.
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Figure 8

The SEM images of larval epidermis (A1-A3) and the distribution of AVM@CuBTC(B1-B3).
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Figure 9

The �uorescence distribution image of AVM@FITC@CuBTC.

Figure 10

The cytotoxicity of CuBTC, AVM@CuBTC, AVM@EC, and F-AVM at different concentrations (A),
temperatures (B, times (C).

Figure 11

The contact toxicity of CuBTC, AVM@CuBTC, AVM@EC, and F-AVM at 24 h (A), 48 h(B).


